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Safety issue has always been an international concern. However, since the 1990s, 
many untraditional safety problems such as global warming, terrorism, and 
cross-national crime have appeared and threaten human beings’ survival and 
development. Given that these untraditional safety problems are spreading, 
interrelated, and cross-national, international cooperation is important to handle these 
problems. In March 2011, Fukushima Nuclear Crisis drew international attention and 
nuclear safety immediately became a serious international concern. Because nuclear 
damage is continuous and spreading, the management of nuclear safety should 
transcend political and ideological differences and base on international collaboration.  
Due to the differences of cultural tradition, safety ideology, national interests, 
international relations, and other factors, the global handling of untraditional safety 
problems faces many difficulties such as free riding suggested by public choice theory, 
relative interest emphasized by neorealism, and deer hunt dilemma indicated by Jean 
Jacques Rousseau. According to deer hunt dilemma, there is a high possibility that 
collective agreement or group collaboration will not be followed in the state of 
anarchy. Given that there is a lack of international government, autonomous and 
independent nations are likely to suspect and compete with one another. This would 
make deer hunt dilemma a cross-national one and conflict will become a normal 
international relation. Therefore, there exists deer hunt dilemma not only in high 
politics, but also in low politics in the global handling of untraditional safety problems. 
In international nuclear safety cooperation, betrayal, not cooperation, is likely to be a 
main choice of different nations. 
With respect to the present relationship between Taiwan and mainland China, 
each area has realistic and urgent requirement of untraditional safety. To obtain the 
peaceful development, both areas not only need to observe political agreements, but 
also need to pay attention to and strengthen collaboration in untraditional safety areas. 
















areas when there is any incident. Therefore, it is important and necessary for both 
areas to strengthen nuclear safety administration to prevent and response to any 
potential nuclear threat. It is well-known that regionalization, regional politics, and 
regional administration are important components of globalization, global politics, 
and global administration. The cooperation between Taiwan and mainland China is an 
important part of global administrative cooperation. It is crucial that both areas should 
transcend deer hunt dilemma that generally exists in global administrative cooperation 
and construct a realistic and applicable regional administrative cooperation model. 
Wisdom, encouragement, and aspiration are some important factors that are central to 
achieve the above goals. Meanwhile, the study of administrative cooperation between 
Taiwan and mainland China has implications for global administrative cooperation.    
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2011 年 3 月，又一场巨大核灾降临人间，日本地震、海啸引发了“福岛核
事故”。随着“福岛核事故”不断恶化，上个世纪 80 年代“谈核色变”的情绪重
新笼罩全球。“切尔诺贝利式悲剧会在日本重演吗？”虽然很多核专家坚决否认，
































引起全球的共同关注。基欧汉（Robert O. Keohane）和奈伊（Joseph S. Nye）
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